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ABOUT US

Reliable

IDEA ADS

is a renowned offshore 

company. We believe 

in building and 

maintaining long term 

relationships with all 

our clients.

We endeavor to offer 

you best solutions in 

order to acquire your 

maximum satisfaction. 

We are the masters in 

offering effective web

solutions.

We are pioneer in 

lambasting problems 

like web development, 

SEO etc. Our experts 

handle your assigned 

projects prudently.

We have provided best 

plus affordable web 

development and SEO 

services to numerous 

large as well as medium 

entrepreneurs

Solutions Experience Affordable



www.idea-ads.com

Technology
Redefining Web Technology with Immense Excellence on Different Verticals



We completely understand your business category and create 

a web design, which is according to your site requirements and 

lets you stand apart from the crowd. Our web designers make 

amazing designs that can fulfill your dream of having a unique 

brand recognition and identity.

Bootstrap

Design / Markup



We completely understand your business category and create 

a web design, which is according to your site requirements and 

lets you stand apart from the crowd. Our web designers make 

amazing designs that can fulfill your dream of having a unique 

brand recognition and identity.

Theme & Integration



Strengthen your foothold in the online world with help of our 

core expertise in advanced web development technology. Our 

multifaceted & prolific approach will carve a unique image of 

your business that tends to

make your brand famous and renowned worldwide.

Web Development



Boost the organic traffic of business with a professional, 

flexible and goal-oriented website design and provide a new 

edge to your company online to earn maximum revenues. We 

are a client-driven company that perform

tremendously with technical innovations and creativity.

Digital Marketing



Our Services

Graphic Design

Our designing team helps you 
enhance your design that will bring 

professionalism in the business image & 
optimize marketing.

Mobile App Development

We have expertise in multifarious games 
& apps development that will be helpful 
in propelling the business in online 
marketplace.

Web Design

We can create pixel perfect and 
responsive web design for our client’s 
business website, so they can get more 
customers and generate leads 

Digital Marketing

We have a team of digital marketing 
experts, who devise proper strategy to 
optimize the ranking of the website in 
the search engine result page.

Product Design Tool

We have expertise in multifarious games 
& apps development that will be helpful 

in propelling the business in online 
marketplace .

Web Development

Our team of web developers helps 
your business stand out of the crowd 

in the online marketplace by providing 
brilliantly designed website.



Process

To analyze the
requirement

through indepth
research with

the help of
brilliant tools.

To draft the
design that is
related to the

research in
order to check
the feasibility.

After
completing

feasibility test,
a final design
is prepared by

using smart
tools.

Now, our the
development
team starts

developing the
solution

according to
design.

In testing
phase, we test

every
component to

make sure
that our

solution fits
the

requirement.

We make
delivery for the

solution and
assist our
clients to

control and
administer
solution.



4984, Street # 1, Habibpura
Near Central Bank
Sultanwind Road

Amritsar
Pb-143001

India

support@idea-ads.com
+91 (981) 576 2315
www.idea-ads.com

Business Hrs:

Monday to Saturday
9.30 am to 7.00 pm

Sunday : off



Thank you.
For your precious time and your attention.
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